

New Module Available for Delphin Expert Devices

Delphin’s new WWAN module (UMTS/LTE) gives Delphin Expert devices (excepting only Expert Key devices) new communications capabilities. Now you can push data via FTP, portray measurements online, remotely configure the device, and more.

Features:

- **Portrayal of online values** via UMTS/LTE/internet
- **Readout of data memories** via UMTS/LTE/internet
- **Device configuration** via UMTS/LTE/internet
- **FTP push function** for instant data transfer from data memory to an FTP server
- **Text messages** sent in an alert to enable fast responses

New Internal Channels

Delphin’s optional WWAN module expands the functionality of Expert series data acquisition devices. As with standard mobile devices, Delphin integrates functions such as network, mobile phone number, signal strength etc. in eight additional channels.

All data concerning your mobile connection can be viewed in the Delphin DataService Configurator. OpenVPN connection (available also via LAN and WLAN) ensures encrypted data connections. The OpenVPN client is available in all Delphin Expert devices (with the exception of the Expert Key).
GPS Receiver for Positional Applications

A GPS receiver is integrated within all Delphin WWAN modules. This allows users to directly use the GPS signal for time synchronization and also to record GPS location data in mobile data acquisition. All this requires is the addition of an antenna.

Delphin: High-Speed and Flexible DAQ

Delphin Data Loggers solve a variety of measurement and control problems in industrial and laboratory applications. They feature different analog and digital input and output modules that can be used with a wide range of signal types including: voltage; 4-20 mA current; thermocouple; RTD; and resistance.

The Expert series is popular worldwide for its high-speed data acquisition and versatile communications options. These advanced systems can acquire several different types of data including temperature, current/voltage, vibration, and transient events.

Ask the Experts!

CAS DataLoggers has the industry's most complete selection of data logging equipment, with hundreds of different models from more than 18 manufacturers. We have models with 8 to 400+ analog input channels, analog output channels, digital inputs and outputs, and more.

We also provide configuration assistance, custom programming, custom system design and assembly, post-sales technical support, and repair and calibration services. Our development capabilities include custom data acquisition and data logging systems, test and measurement systems, and portable data collection systems.

Call us today at 800-956-4437 to speak with an experienced Applications Engineer, and we'll help you select the best data logger for your application.

For more information on Delphin Expert Series Data Loggers, or to find the ideal solution for your application-specific needs, contact a CAS DataLoggers Application Specialist at (800) 956-4437 or visit our website at www.DataLoggerInc.com.